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The Art Nouveau Buildings in Traben-Trarbach

The Hotel Clauss-Feist, 1901-1903

(today Romantic Art Nouveau Hotel Bellevue)

Returning from the World Exhibition of Paris, Bruno Möhring in 1901 began building a new
hotel on the very site of the Hotel Clauss-Feist – popularly called "Zum Schwänche", i.e. 'Little
Swan' – which had been destroyed by fire shortly before. Completed in 1903 in its exterior aspect
it follows – as does the Moselle bridge close by – the local tradition of slade and sandstone.
For the interior, however, Möhring used quite a number of Art Nouveau elements.

A hotel is, in a way, a public as well as a private building and thus adheres to other functions than a
mere private home. Accordingly, it requires a different form: The bay-like corner tower facing the river
rises in the shape of a bottle of Champagne, the fashionable drink of the time. This is a demonstrative homage to
wine and the town's traders, – a tribute to this trade of
which a hotel in this grand style is a fitting symbol. It must
show this in its outward representation as a semi-public
institution. Its message is: Here is where reside the successful – who can afford it, who are traditional and respectable
the hotel's exterior tells you, and yet are open-minded to
novel tastes as is obvious by the hotel's interior design.

Lounges were colourfully painted in stylized patterns around the architectural forms. The round socle with inserted pictures in the dining room
reminds one of the furnishing of the famous green dining room of 1867
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by William Morris (today V+A Museum, London)

Staircase in the interior, lantern post in
the reception lobby.
Light bulbs were at the
time considered technical
wonders not to be hidden
Outside lantern post

(away). Variant forms are
typical of Art Nouveau

The window next to the
Hotel reception lobby

dining

room

chimney

piece was originally in a
room of the Turin (Italy)
Exhibition for Decorative
Art, 1902
Dining room window

Decorative chimney piece in the dining room.
In size and design similar to the one in the
Restaurant Konss, Paris, 1900

Window in one of the staircases

Private Residences
After the new hotel Clauss-Feist had been constructed, further tenders for private homes were
issued in Traben-Trarbach and they are all indebted to the new style. Möhrings's two large
mansions (Huesgen, Breucker) are still in private ownership and can be viewed from the outside only. They seem to be put together by cubes, their façades dominated by Japanese
patterns relaxing the massive size of the building. Möhring's buildings are generally
oriented to those of the Vienna Secession with their familiar cubic blocks and dainty geometric ornaments.
Common to all Möhring's edifices in Traben-Trarbach are a socle foundation typical of the
Moselle masonry tradition as it also serves the practical purpose of protecting those buildings along the Moselle banks from frequent inundations. Not least, this solid base conveys
a stability somewhat offsetting the huge towering aspect of the construction.
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Walking tour to the Art Nouveau
buildings in Traben–Trarbach
1

Breucker Mansion in Traben, An der Mosel 7

2

Stela Bruno Möhring, An der Mosel

3

Hotel Clauss-Feist in Traben, Aacher Strasse 1
(today Romantic Art Nouveau Hotel Bellevue)
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Huesgen Mansion in Traben, Am Bahnhof 52

5

Oskar Haussmann Tomb, Traben Cemetary

6

Bridge Head in Trarbach, Brückenstrasse
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Business premises in Trarbach, Brückenstrasse 20
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Former butcher's shop in Trarbach, Brückenstrasse 2
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Wine Cellar Julius Kayser & Co. (now Buddha House)
in Trarbach, Wolfer Weg 12

10 Trarbacher Felsenquelle in Trarbach, Wildbadstrasse
11 Kurhaus Bad Wildstein in Trarbach, Wildbadstrasse 201
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